
Problem Set 4: Math 559September 24, 20061. Suppose that V is a �nite dimensional omplex vetor spae with a nondegenerate symmetri bilinear form, S(x; y). The form S is non-degenerate ifthe linear funtional x ! S(x; y) is non zero for every hoie of y 2 V . It isalways possible to hoose an orthonormal basis fejgfor V so that for vetors,x =Xj xjej ; y =Xj yjej ;we have, S(x; y) =Xj xjyj :You don't need to prove this but the modi�ations needed for Gram-Shmidtare not hard. The (algebrai) tensor algebra over V is the diret sum,TV := 1Mk=0 T kV;where TnV is the n fold tensor produt of V with itself, T 0V = C and theelements in the diret sum are non-vanishing in only �nitely many summands.Let I denote the two sided ideal generated by elements of the form x
 y+ y
x � S(x; y)1; for x; y 2 V . De�ne the Cli�ord Algebra, Cli�(V; S) to be thequotient, TV=I:Show that ej1;j2:::;jk := ej1 
 ej2 
 � � � 
 ejk + I for j1 < j2 < � � � < jk is a basisfor Cli�(V; S). Show that any representation of the Cli�ord relations,jk + kj = 2Æjk; for j; k = 1; 2; : : :dim(V ) (1)on a omplex vetor spae W leads to a representation of Cli�(V; S) on W andvie versa (this is a basis dependent onstrution). Conlude from the repre-sentation theory for the Cli�ord group, CL(n), that Cli�(V; S) has a uniqueirreduible representation lass of dimension 2 dimV2 when V is even dimensionaland that Cli�(V; S) has two inequivalent irreduible representations of dimen-sion 2 dimV�12 when V is odd dimensional. Note that arbitrary representations1



of 1 will not lead to unitary representations of the assoiated �nite group (wedo not even suppose that that the representation spae has an inner produt).This means that the intertwining map for equivalent irreduible representationsis non-singular but not neessarily unitary. One an restore the onnetion withunitary representations of the �nite Cli�ord group by onsidering vetor spaesV with a distinguished onjugation x ! �x so that hx; yi := S(�x; y) is an innerprodut. The omplex onjugation x! �x extends to uniquely to an anti-linear,anti-automorphism * of Cli�(V; S). A representation � of Cli�(V; S) on an innerprodut spae W is then said to be a * representation i� �(A�) = �(A)� wherethe * on the right is the usual Hermitian adjoint with respet to the inner prod-ut on W . The orrespondene between unitary representations of the Cli�ordgroup generated by fe1; e2; : : : ; engand * representations of Cli�(V; S) is restoredprovided that ej is a real basis. That is �ej = ej . This is equivalent to �j = j .For some purposes the extra struture (see the next problem) assoiated with a* involution is not helpful and it is useful to enlarge the representations of theCli�ord algebra to inlude non * representations.2. Let O(V; S) denote the group of omplex linear transformations, r : V !V suh that, S(rx; ry) = S(x; y):De�ne, �r = 1� r � r 
 r � � � � � 
nr � � � � ;Show that when r 2 O(V; S) the transformation �r on TV indues an algebraautomorphism, �r : Cli�(V; S)! Cli�(V; S);Suppose that V is even dimensional and � : Cli�(V; S) ! Hom(W ) is ir-reduible. Show that � Æ �r is also irreduible and hene that there exists�r : W !W so that, � Æ �r = �r���1r :Now let G denote the group of invertible linear transformations g 2 Hom(W )suh that there exists a linear map �g so that for all v 2 V we have,g�(v)g�1 = �(�gv):Show that there is a short exat sequene of groups,C! G ! O(V; S)! 0;where the homomorphism from G onto O(V; S) is given by � . The group G isalso sometimes alled the Cli�ord group (it is �nite dimensional but ertainlynot �nite). A redution of this exat sequene over the real speial orthogonalsto an extension by Z2 is possible and gives,Z2 ! Spin(n)! SO(n)! 0;2



whih turns out to be a model for the simply onneted overing, Spin(n), ofSO(n). We will take this up more seriously later in the ourse. For now note thatwe an also express the fat that g 2 G in the following way (note j = �(ej)),gjg�1 =Xk �kjg k;where �kjg is just the matrix of �g with respet to the basis ej . In the QuantumPhysis, Cli�ord Algebras arise in the representation theory of the anonialanti-ommutation relations whih are important for disussing partiles withanti-symmetri statistis. In that literature the group of transformations thatlinearly transform the generators of the Cli�ord algebra is alled the group of Bo-goliubov transformations (=G). The larger group G (ompared to Spin(n)) andin�nite dimensional generalizations are important for appliations to Physis.Now suppose that V is odd dimensional. There are two irreduible repre-sentations, �1 and �2 of the Cli�ord algebra in this ase so we an't argue that�1 Æ �r is equivalent to �1; it might be equivalent to �2. To sort this out �rstprove that if r 2 O(V; S) then det r = �1. Next observe that the two rep-resentations �1 and �2 are distinguished by the ation of the entral element := 1 � � � n (remember n is odd). Show that,�r = det(r):Argue that �r = det(r) + lowerorderterms. Then argue that the element �rmust still be entral and so the lower order terms must vanish. Use this toshow that if det r = 1 then �j Æ �r ' �j , that is, the automorphism �r does nothange the equivalene lass of the representation �j . Thus for eah elementr 2 SO(V; S) (the orthogonals with determinant 1) there exist linear maps �r;jating on the representation spae of �j so that,�j Æ �r = �r;j�j��1r;j :
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